
 

 

 

Send cash or check to..... Greg Buell PO Box 214 Key West Fl 

33041 email NEW inventor8484@gmail.com NEW CELL # 305 

340 8082 I have two cell phones 305 434 5276 LG TRANSPYRE 

VS810PP Android.  

 

 

10-25-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives...  

 

10-25-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

Brain Dead from Cancer Jimmy Carter is in a parallel 

Universe far from 10 cent gasoline, poison gas exhaust on 

Duval, childhood birth defects + cancers at Saint Jude, and 

the 2015 ElectricWindmillFord Escort with a "Gravity 

Engine."  

 

10-25-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

Brain Dead from Cancer he wrote this; "End the Syrian 

Crisis" By JIMMY CARTER New York Times front page Sunday. 

Jimmy didn't read last weeks New York Times article that 

Pakistan Moslem Generals have built more H-Bombs in 2015 

than the USA. Please someone wake up Jimmy Carter... send 

him email from Hillary, grin!  

 



 

 

 

10-23-2015 Greg anticipates... H-Bombs going off in view of 

the Eiffel Tower by Christmas 2015. So how does this fit into 

Jimmy's plans to end the Syrian War?  

 

 

 

10-25-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

Jimmy Carter writes, "Mr. Assad’s only concession in four 

years of war was giving up chemical weapons, and he did so 

only under pressure from Russia and Iran. Similarly, he will 

not end the war by accepting concessions imposed by the 

West"  

 

10-25-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

"Brain + Breast Cancer End the Stage 4 Crisis" by Greg + Wives 

in Key West. Sunday work on a New York Times article to End 

Cancer when Jimmy Carter lets us!!  

 

10-25-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

Charlie Hebdo anticipates...  



 

10-25-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

Charlie Hebdo anticipates...  

 

 

10-25-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

Charlie Hebdo anticipates... Did the New York Times top brass 

tell them Pakistan Moslem Generals have built 100's of H-

Bombs since the terrorists attack on their Cartoon Office, 

would Charlie Hebdo comprehend what this means in the 

minds of Pakistan Moslem Generals who built the H-Bomb 

assembly line?  

 

10-25-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

Greg anticipates... H-Bombs going off in view of the Eiffel 

Tower by Christmas 2015. Would someone please email this to 

Jimmy Carter! So he can make corrections in today's New 

York Times his plans to end the Syrian War.  

 

10-25-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

Charlie Hebdo’s instant transformation from a relatively 

obscure, parochial French publication to an international 

symbol, celebrated by free-speech advocates. Its two dozen 

cartoonists and writers, who previously enjoyed some degree 

of anonymity, moved this month to a new, heavily fortified 

newsroom with bulletproof windows, a panic room and a 

labyrinth of safety doors — security measures that cost 1.5 

million euros, or $1.65 million.  

 

 



10-25-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

$1.65 Trillion was spent by Pakistan Moslem Generals since 

the attack on Jan 7, 2015 on H-Bombs. Allah is A "jerk" 

cartoons... is printed on most of the Pakistan H-Bombs 

coming off the assembly line for the French to read. Did the 

Pakistan Generals draw any cartoons on their New H-Bombs, 

of course they did. Cartoon of 72 virgins when they get to 

Heaven for killing everyone who spit on Allah in Paris. The 

"Idiot" by Tolstoy - life in Paris alone in the Universe! Paris 

Jews must save them all by making contact with Jewish 

Alien!  

 

10-25-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

H-Bomb assembly line Picture should be on the front page of 

the New York Times Today!  

 

10-25-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

New York Times front page story is "Driving while Black" and 

iPhone 7 +++ dash cams will arrest more "Black Divers" when 

dash cams are mandatory in all cars than the New York 

Times could ever anticipate!  

 

 

10-25-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

Jimmy Carter pulling charded bodies from all the fiery 

wrecks he drove by without stopping will Haunt him... 

charred remains from the burned-out bus, which had been 

involved in one of France’s worst road accidents ever. At 

least 43 died, most of them older people out for a day’s 

excursion of ham-tasting and sightseeing in the soft and 

undulating countryside. In the mist-shrouded early 

morning on Friday, the bus, traveling Departmental Road 



17, one of the narrow roads that snake through the 

vineyards and low forest, was hit by a truck that might have 

been straddling the center line, officials have said. Both 

vehicles were almost instantly engulfed in flames. 2015 state 

of the arts laser guidance is on French Fighter Jets, a war 

crime. War Crime Trials in Paris came from this fiery wreck, 

history will write. 2015 ElectricWindmillFord Trucks + Buses! 

French Elite built 2015 Fighter Jets with laser guidance 

instead.  

 

10-25-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

“He couldn’t get his wife out,” said Philippe Gombeau, who 

had just spoken to one of the few survivors, Raymond 

Silvestrini, a fellow member of the local hunters’ association. 

He shook his head and marveled at how quickly the bus had 

caught fire. “He broke the window, but he couldn’t get her 

out. “Couldn’t get her out,” he repeated.  

 

 

10-25-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

Rosalynn Carter drove by this fiery wreck and trillions of 

others with charred wives without stopping to help by writing 

a article for the New York Times!  

 

10-25-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

The driver of the truck, who was transporting wood, and his 

3-year-old son, who was riding in the cab, were also among 

the dead. The villagers hugged one another in front of the 

World War I monument, conscious that another set of victims 

now needed commemoration. Vietnam Memorial in Key West 

+ every city and town in the USA like the WW I and WW III 

memorials. Villagers in front of War Memorials when we 



need a Gasoline Car Memorial as more have died and more 

Generals have driven by fiery wrecks without stopping to help 

get out the charred bodies as the Generals were in a hurry to 

get to the next war. God is a charred body to the "Generals" 

and the Universe Stops here as the drive to 4.3 light years is a 

lost war the West Point Generals will not fight.  

 

10-25-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

Some contemplated the future — the NY Times Journalist 

didn't. By ADAM NOSSITER - he wrote the future for PETIT-

PALAIS-ET-CORNEMPS, France is none of these old folks 

coming home again - in reality the future is another 42 

fiery charred remains pulled from other fiery wreck 

tomorrow and the next day is the future because Adam is a 

war criminal working, writing for the New York Times!  

 

10-25-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

Flame Vine thrives on a fence or trellis. Bromellad Aechmea 

blanchetiana is aflame with color. Mandy Miles in one of 

those states of indecision in today's Key West Citizen. Put 

money in the parking machine half a block away on 

Caroline in the wrong direction for a parking pass on the 

dash of her car or risk a $35 parking ticket. Errand would 

take 5 minutes and it would take 4 minutes to get the 

printed parking pass out of the machine. She swears she is 

plagued by these mental tugs of war. Mandy won this war on 

Caroline Street. Ran to Duval back in 7 minutes and no 

parking ticket. Sometimes things do work out in my mind 

she writes. iapps for iPhone 7+++ for parking in every city in 

the USA. In Greg's mind this would work out for everyone but 

the companies who sell the parking boxes to the City of Key 

West. Caroline Kennedy or the ElectricWindmill "Car" in 

Mandy Miles Mind... Flame Vine thrives on the next page of 

Mandy's Tan Lines. Flames from gasoline burning people to 



death today is more for a "Generals Mind" than Mandy or 

Greg. Flames of Hell must be in Jimmy + Rosalynn Carters 

mind.  

 

10-25-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives...  

 

10-25-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

After 82 Years, No More Driving By Dawes Potter Metropolitan 

Diary. Reader Tales From the City » Dear Diary: I’m 93, a 

World War II Navy vet and all that stuff. Today I sold my 

final car. Tomorrow, as we prepare to move into our West 

Side co-op, I’ll turn in my New York vanity plates and get rid 

of my E-ZPass. Dawes Potter at the New York Times knows all 

about the charred bodies from fiery car wrecks, Dawes Potter 

knows about the 2015 ElectricWindmillFord Escort. Dawes 

Potter is a war criminal journalists in New York City.  

 

10-25-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

"Threats to Pakistan’s Women Journalists" By Kiran Nazish - 

"A story involving the influence of intelligence agencies on 

civilians" CIA is not Moslem, Pakistan Intelligence Agents 

are all Moslem. So Moslem Women Journalists have the 

advantage. Women Pakistan Journalists can drive a car in 

Pakistan but not write stories of women in Saudi Arabia 

whipped for driving. CIA Women in Pakistan know the H-

Bomb assembly lines is running full speed and wonder if the 

Pakistan Men will really launch a first strike against a Paris 

Cartoon HQ or are they just running the H-Bomb assembly 

line full speed for the Hell of it, to scare the Hell out of the 

USA. It was surprising the New York Times ran the story on 

the front page last week too! Kiran writes about a young 

teenage Christian girl who faced the death penalty under 

blasphemy law... Allah in a gay wedding at the Hemingway 

House in Key West... Kiran needs to tell us why Moslem Men 



would kill who ever wrote this story! Man or Women, or are 

we suppose to list to the 1984 II Dictators say Allah can be 

married to a gay man in the USA. WW III will be started and 

fought over this. WW III Memorials at Bay View Park in Key 

West will have the names of the dead. News received from a 

politically-driven mafia in Karachi, Key West, Jewish Mafia 

has a CIA too and knows 100's of H-Bombs are in the hands 

of Pakistan Moslem Generals Today. They can't complain to 

Kerry as he paid for the H-Bombs. How quickly can the Jews 

make contact with Jewish Aliens? Invent it!! Give it to Los 

Alamos to Invent as their H-Bomb assembly line is idle. 

Blasphemy Laws under the French. French Women 

Journalists writing on the Nigeria Oil Company owned by 

the French Government are the real women who are under 

Threats of Death, not Pakistan Women as Pakistan has no 

Oil $$$. Pakistan got all its $777 Trillion from Kerry. I doubt 

if Jimmy Carter even knew about this. Jimmy Carter writes 

Generals will not change their minds! Jimmy was not 

writing about Moslem Generals in Pakistan. We who are not 

Generals in Pakistan or the USA know the Moslem Generals 

will Nuke the Paris Cartoon HQ on Christmas Day 2015. CIA 

will miss this one, grin. CIA missed 9/11 because the 2015 

ElectricWindmillFord Escort article for the NY Times was not 

written after Jimmy Carter threatened the Women 

Journalists, Ha!  
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Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current 

index a smaller file.  

 

...for the next 4 Trillion Years... Proxima Centauri will be a 

shining star for the next 4 Trillion Years... read this and 

then invent a way to hear and observe Aliens at Proxima 

Centauri... Click HERE!  

 

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html
http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/
http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/
http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/
http://scitechdaily.com/hubble-views-proxima-centauri/


 

 

 

Yes Greg + Wives in Key West will get this Gravity Control 

Invention and of course the "Gravity Engine" for the flying 

cars.  

 

 

 

 

 

CLICK HERE ----- Link to the classic ElectricWindmillCar 

Index-2 I edited it the web is fixed up nicely...  

 

 

Link to 1,500 pages to 8-1-2015 Had to make my current 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/index-2.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/webpages/index-2.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html


index a smaller file.  

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.

html  

 

 

 

850 pages moved to this web link 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html  

 

Moved 840 pages from Jan 2014 to Christmas 2014  

 

Link to Photos and Acrobat files of Greg in NYC  

 

Greg's YouTube Video reposted  

inventsomething@live.com  

 

 

 

 

 

2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... On Sept 

27,  

 

 

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/page2sept2015.html  

http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/1500PagesBigto812015.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/04Wives.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/007Wives.html
http://www.electricwindmillcar.com/photos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5y4xxTOPvpY
mailto:inventsomething@live.com


 

 

10-24-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

Steve Jobs Movie last night at Regal Cinema was 30 minutes 

late starting... Jobs’s perfect final line to his daughter 

reminds us of why we spent two hours here. In the movie, Lisa 

plays her father two different versions of Joni Mitchell 

singing "Both Sides Now", recorded years apart in 1969 and 

2000. While he doesn't mention where Jobs first heard the 

songs, Isaacson noted that Jobs had the songs on his iPad in 

2011 and reflected on how the different performances show 

the way people age.  

 

"Both Sides Now" poison gas exhaust on Duval Key West vs 

ElectricWindmillFord Escort...  

 

I've looked at love from both sides now From give and take, 

and still somehow It's love's illusions I recall I really don't 

know love at all  

 

Tears and fears and feeling proud To say "I love you" right 

out loud Dreams and schemes and circus crowds I've looked 

at life that way  

 

But now old friends are acting strange They shake their 

heads, they say I've changed Well something's lost, but 

something's gained In living every day  

 

I've looked at life from both sides now From win and lose 

and still somehow It's life's illusions I recall I really don't 

know life at all  

 

I've looked at life from both sides now From up and down 



and still somehow It's life's illusions I recall I really don't 

know life at all  

 

10-24-2015 We really do know the Universe a trillion times 

better than Jobs + Joni in 1984. Sandy White Beach in Key 

West is made of Top Quarks held together by gluon force 

fields and the "Gravity Engine" will be invented soon. 

Proxima will burn its H for the next 4 trillion years and 

there were trillion of years before the big bang. H @ -254 C in 

a can the size of the iPod will be made by NASA by the 

trillions. How gravity is generated will be discovered via 1 

Click links in an iapps invention project and Hemingway 

Nobel Novel written by 100 people with iapps!  

 

Did Job's invented the ipod telling his daughter he could put 

1,200 songs on her Walkman. Job's movie opens with "1984" 

ad George Orwell Movie and the IBM Main Frame Computer 

room.  

 

 

10-24-2015 "Shelter From the Storm of Brain + Breast Cancer" 

By Bob Dylan MD is what Steve Job's wanted from Dylan in 

this movie!  

 

10-24-2015 "Both Sides Now"... Cure for Cancer, No Cure for 

Cancer. 1984 II Pilot Error! Steve Job's Movie gave us Lisa his 

daughter's Sony Walkman reinvented as the iPod with 1,200 

songs but left out Madonna's "Brain + Breast Cancer" Tour... 

Pancreatic Tour Lyrics, Shelter from the Storm of Cancer. 

Biden said there is a Rx Cure but Greg + Wives in Key West 

can't brainstorm it Today. If Dylan had a MD we would have 

a Cancer Cure by now! If Madonna had a MD. Others had 



failed to challenge the overconfidence of the lead pilot! So 

Beau + Steve Jobs died of Cancers! Pilot error!  

 

 

 

 

10-23-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

Biden said there is a cure for "Brain + Breast" cancer but 

Greg + Wives in Key West will not be allowed to Brainstorm it 

Today!  

 

10-24-2015 Job's on his death bed was like Beau, 1984 II 

though's of misdiagnosis, not just in iMac's but putting the 

vending machines everywhere as Job's walks by them and 

said everything in there will kill you if you eat it... 1984 II 

Dictators putting poison food in vending machines is like 

them putting poison gas exhaust on Duval Key West. Job's 

movie lets us down for Steve coming on stage as we remember 

him on his death march. Harvard not Yale is were Job's sent 

his daughter Lisa.  

 

 

10-24-2015 "Both Sides Now"... Cure for Cancer, No Cure for 



Cancer. 1984 II Pilot Error! Steve Job's Movie gave us Lisa his 

daughter's Sony Walkman reinvented as the iPod with 1,200 

songs but left out Madonna's "Brain + Breast Cancer" Tour... 

Pancreatic Tour Lyrics, Shelter from the Storm of Cancer. 

Biden said there is a Rx Cure but Greg + Wives in Key West 

can't brainstorm it Today. If Dylan has a MD we would have 

a Cancer Cure by now! If Madonna had a MD.  

 

 

 

 

10-24-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

Biden said there is a cure for "Brain + Breast" cancer but 

Greg + Wives in Key West will not be allowed to Brainstorm it 

Today!  

 

10-24-2015 NEXT cube, I was at the University putting up 

posters of the ElectricWindmillFord Escort and End War on 

Earth for Star Wars and went into the campus book store to 

find a NEXT Cube there with computer people talking about 

it and the price. $8K for a MacBook Pro today is the price of 

the Cube. Apple bought it and gave Steve his job back because 

they needed a New OS. Same IP invention project is ripe 

today with the OS for iPhone 7 ++ caller ID to list the callers 

diseases, crimes, etc. And call 911 long before she is 



murdered by her ex. Job's did threaten to Kill Her for 

throwing a dish at Lisa. By the time Lisa was 14, she had 

moved in with Jobs, his wife Laurene Powell and their young 

family. One more thing... did Jobs really conceive the iPod to 

replace his daughter's Walkman? Steve Wozniak and Steve in 

the garage dialog could have been turned into a computer 

hardware tutor but was cut short. Chrisann Brennan Lisa's 

mother sex with Jobs would have spiced up the movie. She was 

Apple co-founder Steve Jobs' high school girlfriend, an early 

employee of Apple before it went public, and the mother of his 

first child, Lisa Brennan-Jobs. Brennan documented this 

relationship in her 2013 memoir, The Bite in the Apple. The 

Bite in the Apple: A Memoir of My Life with Steve Jobs 

Hardcover – October 29, 2013 by Chrisann Brennan she starts 

off the book with Steve's father working on cars in his garage 

with 100's of tools, he bought junk cars fixed them up and 

sold them. I had to add this as the Orwellian Comments 

from Steve Job's on his death bed, I never read any about the 

ElectricWindmillFord Escort, I wonder what year 1980 - 2015 

Steve learned about its suppression by our 1984 II Dictators?  

 

 

10-24-2015 "Both Sides Now"... Cure for Cancer, No Cure for 

Cancer. 1984 II Pilot Error! Steve Job's Movie gave us Lisa his 

daughter's Sony Walkman reinvented as the iPod with 1,200 

songs but left out Madonna's "Brain + Breast Cancer" Tour... 

Pancreatic Tour Lyrics, Shelter from the Storm of Cancer. 

Biden said there is a Rx Cure but Greg + Wives in Key West 

can't brainstorm it Today. If Dylan had a MD we would have 

a Cancer Cure by now! If Madonna had a MD.  

 



 

 

 

10-24-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

Biden said there is a cure for "Brain + Breast" cancer but 

Greg + Wives in Key West will not be allowed to Brainstorm it 

Today!  

 

Guy who fired Steve Jobs must be a "Jimmy Carter" peanut 

farmer rubbing shoulders with Texas Oil Men. Then Steve, 

Greg invents the Heavy Lift Helicopter Combine for the 

Amazon and 1 Click Amazon links to Rx Recipes and Jimmy 

Carter's death bed can only vision going to Hell for his "War 

Crimes" as a Navy Officer. Job's movie never mentioned "Oil" 

and the price of gasoline. Cost of Harvard for his daughter + 

her mothers house, and here and there Steve gave some 

people money but was not generous as Greg. Steve selling 

expensive computers to the University but not to the Medical 

Schools... I spent most of my time in University Computer Labs 

during these years as a non student getting in as much as I 

could. Yale, Harvard and every University in the USA tried to 

keep out everyone, like they were "Homeless" but just computer 

less. I went to the Dean of the Business School and asked to 

use the computer lab a few hours a week to write and he said 

No!  



 

 

10-24-2015 "Both Sides Now"... Cure for Cancer, No Cure for 

Cancer. 1984 II Pilot Error! Steve Job's Movie gave us Lisa his 

daughter's Sony Walkman reinvented as the iPod with 1,200 

songs but left out Madonna's "Brain + Breast Cancer" Tour... 

Pancreatic Tour Lyrics, Shelter from the Storm of Cancer. 

Biden said there is a Rx Cure but Greg + Wives in Key West 

can't brainstorm it Today. If Dylan had a MD we would have 

a Cancer Cure by now! If Madonna had a MD.  

 

 

 

 

10-24-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

Biden said there is a cure for "Brain + Breast" cancer but 

Greg + Wives in Key West will not be allowed to Brainstorm it 

Today!  

 

10-24-2015 Why Steve Job's never learned to write C++ should 

have been in the movie, as I tried to learn C++ several times 

on computer tutors. Ending of Steve Job's Movie of him going 

up on stage should have been the beginning of the Steve Job's 

Movie not a opening scene of a IBM Main Frame Computer 



room. IBM promised us Los Alamos Super Computers and said 

we would all be Super Computer Literate in C++ but Failed 

because of Texas Oil Men's sex and daughters they never sent 

to Harvard.  

 

 

10-24-2015 "Both Sides Now"... Cure for Cancer, No Cure for 

Cancer. 1984 II Pilot Error! Steve Job's Movie gave us Lisa his 

daughter's Sony Walkman reinvented as the iPod with 1,200 

songs but left out Madonna's "Brain + Breast Cancer" Tour... 

Pancreatic Tour Lyrics, Shelter from the Storm of Cancer. 

Biden said there is a Rx Cure but Greg + Wives in Key West 

can't brainstorm it Today. If Dylan had a MD we would have 

a Cancer Cure by now! If Madonna had a MD.  

 

 

 

 

10-24-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

Biden said there is a cure for "Brain + Breast" cancer but 

Greg + Wives in Key West will not be allowed to Brainstorm it 

Today!  

 



10-24-2015 Steve Job's on his death bed in the Hospital must 

have thoughts of he should have given Lisa enough money to 

get her to go to Harvard Medical School then she would have 

saved his life with a Rx Cure for Cancer! If I get $777 Trillion 

from the 1984 II Dictators all Medical Schools will be free 

and pay the Medical Students more than West Point Cadets. 

1,001 Nobel in Medicine a Year not 1,001 wars a year unless 

they are Star Wars light years from Earth. Helping Jewish 

Aliens defeat the Moslems with SWF Sex Slaves! Steve Job's II + 

III will be coming to the Regal Cinema soon... grin! Rated 

MD of course.  

 

Was there really an award at Apple for standing up to Jobs? 

There was. Joanna Hoffman won it in 1981 and 1982. Once, 

when Jobs was making a scene over a vegan meal in a 

restaurant, she threatened to pour her coffee in his lap if he 

didn't belt up.  

 

 

10-24-2015 "Shelter From the Storm of Brain + Breast Cancer" 

By Bob Dylan MD is what Steve Job's wanted from Dylan in 

this movie!  

 

10-24-2015 "Shelter From the Storm of Brain + Breast Cancer" 

By Bob Dylan MD is what Steve Job's wanted from Dylan in 

this movie!  

 

 

"Come in," she said, "I'll give you shelter from the storm"  

 



Suddenly I turned around and she was standin' there  

 

With silver bracelets on her wrists and flowers in her hair  

 

She walked up to me so gracefully and took my crown of 

thorns  

 

"Come in," she said, "I'll give you shelter from the storm" 

(Greg's Mary in Key West's 1984 II)  

 

If I could only turn back the clock to when God and her were 

born  

 

"Come in," she said, "I'll give you shelter from the storm"  

 

10-24-2015 "Shelter From the Storm of Brain + Breast Cancer" 

By Bob Dylan MD is what Steve Job's wanted from Dylan in 

this movie!  

 

10-24-2015 "Shelter From the Storm of Brain + Breast Cancer" 

By Bob Dylan MD is what Steve Job's wanted from Dylan in 

this movie!  

 

 

10-24-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

The film is broken down into three 40-minute scenes—each 

filmed in real-time—that chronicle what are arguably the 

most important keynotes of Jobs’s career: the introduction of 

Macintosh in 1984, the introduction of NeXt in 1988, and 

the introduction of iMac in 1998. Kate Winslet is a delight as 

Joanna Hoffman, the head of Jobs’s marketing team and his 

most trusted friend. Jeff Daniels (as former Apple CEO John 



Scully) Seth Rogen (as Woz).Jobs’s perfect final line to his 

daughter reminds us of why we spent two hours here.  

 

 

9/11 .10 cent gasoline = Hillary Rodham Clinton; she was 

derelict in her duty to prevent 9/11  

 

10-24-2015 "Both Sides Now"... Cure for Cancer, No Cure for 

Cancer. 1984 II Pilot Error! Steve Job's Movie gave us Lisa his 

daughter's Sony Walkman reinvented as the iPod with 1,200 

songs but left out Madonna's "Brain + Breast Cancer" Tour... 

Pancreatic Tour Lyrics, Shelter from the Storm of Cancer. 

Biden said there is a Rx Cure but Greg + Wives in Key West 

can't brainstorm it Today. If Dylan had a MD we would have 

a Cancer Cure by now! If Madonna had a MD.  

 

 

 

 

10-23-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

Biden said there is a cure for "Brain + Breast" cancer but 

Greg + Wives in Key West will not be allowed to Brainstorm it 

Today!  



 

10-24-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives...  

 

10-24-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

Pilots of our 1984 II - though's of misdiagnosis, not just in 

iMac's but putting the vending machines everywhere as Job's 

walks by them and said everything in there will kill you if 

you eat it... Pilots; 1984 II Dictators putting poison food in 

vending machines is like them putting poison gas exhaust 

on Duval Key West.  

 

Others had failed to challenge the overconfidence of the 

lead pilot!  

 

10-24-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

The pilots of a Black Hawk helicopter that crashed in March, 

killing all 11 service members aboard, had disobeyed direct 

orders by flying into worsening weather, according to an 

investigation. The military said in June that the crash 

occurred when the pilots became disoriented at night off the 

Florida coast. The training took place as fog rolled in from 

the Gulf of Mexico. The full report, obtained by The Associated 

Press through a public records request, said that the pilots 

had not been authorized to fly in such bad weather and 

that others had failed to challenge the overconfidence of the 

lead pilot. The report was the product of a joint investigation 

by the Louisiana National Guard and United States Special 

Operations Command. The training involved two Black 

Hawks from the Louisiana National Guard taking teams of 

Marine Special Operations members over water so they could 

rappel into the sea. Both crews “disobeyed a direct order,” 

the report said.  

 

10-24-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 



Pilots of our 1984 II - though's of misdiagnosis, not just in 

iMac's but putting the vending machines everywhere as Job's 

walks by them and said everything in there will kill you if 

you eat it... Pilots; 1984 II Dictators putting poison food in 

vending machines is like them putting poison gas exhaust 

on Duval Key West.  

 

 

10-24-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives...  

 

10-24-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives...  

 

10-24-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives...  

 

10-24-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives...  
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10-24-2015 "Shelter From the Storm of Brain + Breast Cancer" 

By Bob Dylan MD  

 

'Twas in another lifetime, one of toil and blood When 

blackness was a virtue and the road was full of mud I came 

in from the wilderness, a creature void of form "Come in," she 

said, "I'll give you shelter from the storm"  

 

And if I pass this way again, you can rest assured I'll always 

do my best for her, on that I give my word In a world of steel 

eyed death and men who are fighting to be warm "Come in," 

she said, "I'll give you shelter from the storm"  



 

Not a word was spoke between us, there was little risk 

involved Everything up to that point had been left 

unresolved Try imagining a place where it's always safe and 

warm "Come in," she said, "I'll give you shelter from the 

storm"  

 

I was burned out from exhaustion, buried in the hail 

Poisoned in the bushes an' blown out on the trail Hunted 

like a crocodile, ravaged in the corn "Come in," she said, "I'll 

give you shelter from the storm"  

 

Suddenly I turned around and she was standin' there With 

silver bracelets on her wrists and flowers in her hair She 

walked up to me so gracefully and took my crown of thorns 

"Come in," she said, "I'll give you shelter from the storm"  

 

Now there's a wall between us, somethin' there's been lost I 

took too much for granted, got my signals crossed Just to 

think that it all began on a long-forgotten morn "Come in," 

she said, "I'll give you shelter from the storm"  

 

Well, the deputy walks on hard nails and the preacher rides 

a mount But nothing really matters much, it's doom alone 

that counts And the one eyed undertaker, he blows a futile 

horn "Come in," she said, "I'll give you shelter from the storm"  

 

I've heard newborn babies wailin' like a mournin' dove And 

old men with broken teeth stranded without love Do I 

understand your question, man, is it hopeless and forlorn? 

"Come in," she said, "I'll give you shelter from the storm"  

 

In a little hilltop village, they gambled for my clothes I 

bargained for salvation an' they gave me a lethal dose I 



offered up my innocence and got repaid with scorn "Come 

in," she said, "I'll give you shelter from the storm"  

 

Well, I'm livin' in a foreign country but I'm bound to cross 

the line Beauty walks a razor's edge, someday I'll make it 

mine If I could only turn back the clock to when God and 

her were born "Come in," she said, "I'll give you shelter from 

the storm"  
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10-23-2015 Nightly News From Key West with Greg + Wives... 

Biden said there is a cure for "Brain + Breast" cancer but 

Greg + Wives in Key West will not be allowed to Brainstorm it 

Today!  

 

 

Diamonds sparkle because photons strike hollow shells of 

electrons and ricochet into my eyes.  
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Greg + Wives in Key West will not be allowed to Brainstorm it 

Today!  

 

9/11 .10 cent gasoline = Hillary Rodham Clinton; she was 

derelict in her duty to prevent 9/11  

 

 


